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'AN ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AT THE 
MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY DURING THE 
YEAR ENDING MAY 30, 1881. 

'November 15, 1880. Professor Hughes, F.S.A., President, in 
the chair. 

The following new Members were elected: 
Rev. W. Amos, M.A., Trinity College. 
Rev. E. T. S. Carr, M.A., St Catharine's College. 
R. M. Fawcett, Esq., M.D., Scroope Terrace. 
T. M. Francis, Es4.,M.A., 17 Emmanuel Lane. 	' 

'J. L. Ff.ytche, Esq., M.A., Thorpe Hall, Louth. 
A. G. Hill, Esq., B.A., Jesus College. 
H. E. Ryle, Esq., B.A., King's College. 
J. R. Cely-Trevilian, Esq., Debden Hall. 
J. E. C. Wel'ldon, Esq., B.A., King's College. 
Rev. R. Winkfield, M.A., Ely.  

Professor Hughes exhibited some objects of Roman age, the property 
of the Dean of St Asaph, which were found in August, 1824 under a stone 
known as Bwrddygwylltiaid in Cwmllech near Blaencwmpennantmoelangell 
in Denbighshire.'-They consisted of an intaglio in sardonyx with the device 
of a lion passant, set in an ornamental gold ring with a torque-like cable - 

'border, and two gold ornaments, which in form resemble the ends of a 
torque, but which from their being hollow are considered by Mr King to 

,be Roman, and to have been appendages to an article of dress or to some 
trappings of leathern or textile fabric. Two coins, which unfortunately 
had been separated from the rest of the find, were not forthcoming. But 
in an old letter from Mr W. Allen Jones, which was also exhibited, they 
were mentioned as Roman brass coins: 

'(1) Of GAIUS Vicronixus Pius FELIX AUGUSTUS (268 A.D.). 	, 
(2) Of GALLIENUS Pius 'FELIx AUGUSTUS (260-268 A.D.). 
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Professor Hughes pointed out that there was evidence in several places 
of the Romans having advanced far into the Eastern valleys of the Berwyns, 
as might be seen in the concrete and tiles of Ffrith near . Wrexham, to be 
mentionecLagain in connexion with Offa's Dyke, and in what were probably 
Roman remains at Llanrhaiadrymmochnant. 

Professor Hughes exhibited a small token found in excavating for foun-
dations at Trinity Hall, bearing on the obverse a stag passant and the name 
WILLIAM LI[M]BER; on the reverse L over WD and the legend IN CHES- 

TERTON. 	 . 
Mr Walter K. Foster, F.S.A., read a paper on his recent excavations in 

the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Barrington in this county. (See Communica-
tions, Vol. V. No. II.) 

Mr Griffith exhibited a number of objects found in the cemetery by 
the workmen before Mr Foster began his excavations, including a beautiful 
electrum pendant of twisted filigree work, a silver finger-ring of the snake 
pattern, &c. 

He pointed out that as by far the greater part of the fragments of 
Roman pottery had occurred in the pits and fosse, whilst in the graves 
themselves, amongst a considerable number of Saxon sherds, only a very 
few were found of Roman manufacture, there was little doubt that the pits 
and fosse were of Roman age; the angular shape of the fosse also favoured 
this supposition. For what purpose the pits had been made was only a 
matter of conjecture; the care with which they had been dug and drained 
forbad the supposition that they were intended for rubbish-holes, although 
they had evidently been used as such subsequeiitly. 

Mr Conybeare, vicar of Barrington, laid before the Society additional 
specimens from the same locality, together with a large map of the parish, 
from which it appeared that all the objects came from one of three spots, 
lying respectively N.W., N.E., and S.E. of the present village. The first of 
these was the Anglo-Saxon cemetery explored by Mr Foster, and shewn 
by him to have been the site of an earlier Romano-British dwelling-place, 
which the last appeared to have been also, many ash-pits and kitchen 
middens having been found there. Besides these there were traces of a 
fight having taken place at the passage of the river, many arms and bones 
of men and horses (with the bit in one case still in the mouth) having 
been dug up there. Amongst the objects which he exhibited, he called 
special attention to this bit, and to some large knives of curious form, 
scientifically designed to give them greater power as weapons; also to a 
standard-rest, and to a circular brooch which he considered to be of Danish 
origin, bearing a raven engraved On the green glass centre. Mr C. W. King 
however pronounced this to be Roman and the bird to bean eagle. 

Professor Skeat offered the following remarks on the discoveries at 
Barrington: ' We should be, careful to see if any scratches are found on any 
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of the objects, which can be interpreted as inscriptions. Sometimesrunic - 
inscriptions are found, which at first sight would seem not to be inscriptions 
at all, but mere parallel scratches. It is also important to look out for any 
specimens of the interlaced ribbon-pattern. If wood is found attached to a 
boss or to a spear, it would be interesting if it could occasionally be ascer-
tained what kind of wood it is, that we may see whether the shields were of 
linden-wood, and the spears of ash, as they are usually said to be in poetry. 
The specimens of ale-vats are peculiarly interesting, as we find frequent 
allusions to them." 

Mr SW. B. Redfarn exhibited an Early English terra-cotta lamp, of a 
very unusual form, which had been recently dug up, together with a Roman 
bone pin, some medieval pottery, &c., at the back of Mr Pryor's house in 
Petty Cury. 

Mr Lewis remarked that the lamp was in shape not unlike some of those 
Kabyle lamps, with which the imitations in Vallauris ware have made us 
familiar. 

Mr T. H. Naylor sent for exhibition a piece of a medieval book-clasp 
of brass, which appears to have been richly gilt. It bears the engraved -  
figure of the Virgin, having a lily above her head, distorted so as almost to 
form a cross. The clasp was found during the progress of excavations in 
the road leading to Chesterton Church. 

For want of time Mr King's Memoir on two early Christian gems was 
taken as read. (See Communications, Vol. V. No. I.) 

November .29, 1880. Professor Hughes, F.S.A., President, in 
S 	 the chair. 
The following new Members were elected: 

Rev. J. W. E. Conybeare, MA., Barrington Vicarage. 
E. H. Corbett, Esq., Trinity College. - 

Percy Gardner, Esq., M. A., Christ's College, Disney Professor of Archaeology. 
Rev. J. J. R. Leigh Knipe, M.A., St George's Rectory, Hatley. 
Rev. J. C. Lambert, M.A., Downing College. 	 S  
J. C. Priestley, Esq., Pembroke College. 	 S  

F. White Cooper, Esq., Pembroke College.. 
Professor Hughes (after a short review of the literature of the subject) 

gave the result of some enquiries and excavations that he had made along 
the line of Wat's and Offa's Dykes, with a view to comparing them with 
the somewhat similar earth-works in East Anglia known as Devil's Ditch, 
Balshczrn Dyke, and Fleain Dyke. 

First he observed that the Western dykes did not run along the most 
easily defended positions or those most exposed to attack, but in a nearly 
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straight line, often obliquely down the slope of one side of the valley and 
obliquely up the other, in a manner that rendered it extremely improbable 
that they were meant for defence, as in one part they were commanded 
from the West amfin the other from the East. Again, the fosse was often 
omitted, where the material for constructing the dyke could be obtained as 
easily by cutting away the hill top up to the valium. 

Thinking that the fosse might have been filled up, he had excavated in 
several places above Brymbo Hall with the kind assistance lent him by Mr 
Osborne Morgan, but he had been unable to find that any fosse had ever 
existed along that part of the dyke. On the low ground there was fre-
quently a fosse on the West side and the steeper slope of the valium was, 
as far as he had observed, always on that side. 

The only objects that he learnt had been found in the .earth of the 
valium were . a Roman altar and some Roman coins and pottery. The 
explanation then offered of their occurrence in the dyke was that they 
had been thrown up in Saxon times with the earth from a ruined Roman 
residence which lay in the line of the dyke. But these remains were now 
scattered and most of them lost, and the record as to their mode of occur-
rence imperfect. He thought the evidence relating to the age and purpose 
of the dykes on the borders of Wales as well as of those in East Anglia 
was very scanty and unsatisfactory, and called for more careful search and 
observation whenever opportuilities were afforded. 
• Professor 0. 0. Babington expressed his agreement with Professor 
Hughes in most of what he had said. He thought that the ditches were 
not meant for a defended line, but rather as a means of delaying the 
retreat of marauding parties from a hostile tribe. The steep slopes and 
depth would much delay them in driving off a spoil of cattle. The highest 
side and the bank would be towards the tribe most desirous of stopping 
these fraids, and therefore they were the makers of the ditch. The ditches 
in Cambridgeshire did this for the people of East Anglia against -the 
Mercians. The ditch at Pampfsford is different, as it has a bank on each 
side: it maybe pre- Roman, the others post-Roman. 

Mr Swann Hurrell remarked upon the existence of Offa's  Bridge near 
Foxton and Offa's Brook, which is still the boundary between Foxton and 
Harston parishes. • 

Mr Lewis called attention to the fact that a street in Bedford, which in 
the lastcéntury bore the appropriate name of Offal Lane, is now known as 
Offa's Lane; local pride has ever had a tendency to corruption of this kind, 
which should.teach us to beware of too hasty identification. 

The Rev. Dr Hooppell exhibited several articles of great interest found 
on a fenny piece of land in the parish of Littleport in this county. One 
was • a curved knife of flint, about six inches long, exceedingly perfect, 
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wanting'.only the handle. It was stated that these knives are of rare 
occurrence in England, only one, found in Britain, being in the British:: 
Museum, and a few in the hands of private collectors. They are found 
somewhat more frequently in Denmark. Another object was a stone mace, 
or club, for use in warfare. It is a thick disc of hard stone, of circular 
form, with a sharp edge all round, and a hole drilled through the centre, 
for the insertion of a stout 'oaken, or other hard wood, staff. It must 
evidently have been a most formidable weapon. Such weapons are manu-
factured and used at the present day by the savages of New Guinea. 
Specimens have been found in Denmark, but none in all respects like the 
one exhibited are known to have been found hitherto in England. Another 
object shown was a bronze celt of fine workmanship and early type. An 
object found at the same place, and which may have been.-used as a sling 
stone, turned- out (as was remarked by Mr A. C. Haddon) to be the 
worn internal cast of a chamber of a Neocomian ammonite. Another object 
shown was a medieval jug, pierced at the bottom with four holes, the use 
of which was the subject of much speculation. Dr Hooppell suggested 
that the holes were made at a date subsequent to, the original manufacture 
of the jug, and that they were intended to adapt it to use as a water 
sprinkler. Along with these articles was shown a stone-grinder from the 
Roman station of Vinovium, which was a British town before it was 
captured and occupied by the Romans, near.  Bishop Auckland in the 
county of Durham. This implement is a large pebble about four inches 
long and three inches thick, hollowed into a deep channel in which the 
original possessors ground pointed implements of stone, horn, or bone. 
The flutings caused by repeated use were very visible on the sides and at 
the bottom of the channel. 

Mr Pigot exhibited three sepulchral urns, on which he commented as 
f011ows: "These three urns, together with a smaller one, which I have left 
at home, were found about three years ago on the eastern side of the old• 
West River, in the parish of Wicken, opposite to Dirnock's Cote in the 
parish of Stretham. A parishioner of mine brought one into my village, 
which he was recommended to show me, and through him I was led to 
visit the coprolite diggings, where it and others were discovered. Many, 
such urns were found, but most of them were broken, when the earth was 
thrown down in search of coprolites. They were found, I believe, at 
various levels, and most of them contained calcined bones. These the 
workmen insisted on turning out of the urns, in the hope of finding some-
thing more valuable. In one of the urns a smaller vessel was placed in 
the mouth and an iron ring in it. In another a somewhat larger one was 
found. ' At the same spot were found the two glass bottles, one very 
perfect; the other, though broken, capable of being recognised, as all the 
parts are in existence. The latter is of .a rather larger size than usual, 
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There are also two of Samian ware. A friend who was with me unfortu-
nately rubbed one of these while still -  wet, and so obliterated the name 
of the maker. Another of a more elegant shape bears the inscription 
ALBVCI . or. The name of this potter is met with not unfrequently, and 
appears, I believe, on some Roman pottery which was found at Chester-
ford some years ago. 

"The site of this discovery appears to have been an old Roman burial-
place, and the soil was sandy; a few months before some Roman 
pewter dishes were found in Stretham parish, about a mile distant from 
this spot, which I shall be happy to show at some future time. Some. 
similar dishes were found a few years ago at Sutton in the Isle, and there 
are others in the museum at Ely." 

Prof. Babington said that the Roman remains exhibited by Mr Pigot 
were very interesting to him, as they strongly confirmed his idea that 
a Roman way went along the ridge by Wicken to Barway, and then 
crossed the river to Thetford in the Isle of Ely. 

A paper written by Mr J. Rickard on a large number of Palaeolithic 
implements collected by the writer in South Africa, was read by Mr-Grif-
fith, and a fine selection of the implements exhibited. (The publication of 
this paper is unavoidably deferred.) 

Mr W White read a paper entitled 'Suggestions as to the origin of 
the so-called Rubbish Fits, which are commonly found associated with 
Roman. remains'. He endeavoured to show by the size and shape of the 
pits, and the care there had evidently been in forming them, the great 
depth of some of them and the nearness to one another, as also from the 
similarity of the earth in them wherever situated; and their contents being 
of the same character, that they were not rubbish pits. 

He next showed that the Greeks after burning the body on the funeral 
pyre, collected the bones in urns, and then raised mounds of earth over the 
debris of the pyre, and that the Romans after the time of Sulla followed 
the Greek fashion, burning the body with great pomp, casting on the pyre 
dishes of meats, cups of oil, &c. They also carefully collected the bones. 
But what, he asked, became of the ashes, &c., of the funeral pyre? He 
suggested that these pits were the receptacles of the debris of the funeral 
pyre, and thus we found in them all things that were cast upon the fire. 
In this way he believed the Samian dishes and bowls came into these pits, 
together with the various ornaments used both by men and by women. He 
thought it not improbable that the dishes, bowls, and other ware having 

- . been once offered to the gods, were broken that they might not be used for 
secular purposes. The few coins that were found were, in his opinion, the 
coins placed in the mouths of the corpses to pay old Charon his fare, whilst 
the various bones of animals were all such as might have been offered to 
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• one or- other of the' god's; and what he thought. tended to : cnfirm his' 
opinion was, that all these things showed, more or less, the marks of fire 

Mr White thought it very probable that 'after the introduction of 
Christianity and the consequent disuse of the rite of cremation, these 
pits, which up to that time had been held sacred, were no longer considered 
so, and were used for secular purposes. 

February 28, 1881. Professor Hughes, F.S.A.., President;in the 
chair. 	 - 

The following new Members were elected , 	 ' 
J. B. Allen, Esq., M.A., St John's College. 	• 	. 
J. Bonnett, Esq., M.A., 'St John's College.  
A: G. Dew-Smith, Esq., M.A., Trinity College. 
S. Gedge, Esq., M.A., Corpus Christi College. 
J. W. Leader, Esq., M.A., Corpus Christi College. 
H. C. Monro, Esq., Clare College.  
Rev. H. B. Savage, M.A., Corpus Christi College. 
H. B. Shaw, Esq., B.A., Sidney Sussex College. 	 ' 
Captain S. Stanley, M.A., Corpus Christi College. 	 - 

The meeting was then made special for the consideration of the Revised 
Laws of the Society, which were adopted with a few verbal alterations. 

Professor Hughes exhibited and described some felstone implements 
which he had recently found in a cave in the valley of the Elwy, North' 
Wales, where they were associated with the remains of Rhinoceros hemitoe-
chus, Ursus spelaeus, Hyaena spelaea, &c. The point to which he called 
attention as of chief interest was that the felsites and compact feispathic 
ash, of which the implements were fOrmed, did not occur in the basin of the 
Elwy, but were common in the drift which had 'travelled from the west 
over the watershed. The character of the undressed portions of the '  
implements confirmed the view that they were procured from the drift 
or the gravel derived from the drift, and therefore were post-glacial. 

Professor Hughes, after a short review of what is known of the ancient' 
tribes of North. Wales, in which he suggested that the men of Ardiidwy 
might be the Ordovices (mentioned by Tacitus in the Annals and Agricola), 
and pointed out the district which local names assign to' the Gwyddelod, 
gave a sketch of the various kinds of hill forts which occur on the borders 
of North Wales. These, he said, fell into two groups: - 

A. Stone-works. 	B. Earth-works., 
A. There was no masonry in 'the proper sense of the word in any of 

the hill forts referred to: that is to say, there was no mortar or cement of 
C. A. S. 1880--S1. ' 	b 
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any kind, nor any walling of stones dressed so as to fit together. But there . 
was in some cases: • . 	 . 	 . 

A rude wall formed by building up rough stones. These walls have 
generally been demolished either on purpose or by the accidents of time, so 
that they present the appearance of long continuous lines of rough stones 
heaped up as if thrown by hand to get the stones out of the way. But 
sometimes the loose stones of the upper part have preserved some of the 
rude walling near the base, and it is seen to vary according to the forms 
into which the rock used naturally breaks. 	• 

-A still more common kind of stone rampart formed by placing two 
rows of slabs on edge about 4 to 6 feet apart, and filling the interval with 
rubble of smaller stones. 	 - 	- 

B. The earth-works consisted of one or more lines of fosse and valium, 
always conforming to the shape of the ground and ceasing where a precipiëe 
or other natural defence rendered them unnecessary. 

Sometimes there was a combination of the second class of stone-works 
with the earth-works, and the author offered some remarks as to the 
probable relative age of the several works. He further pointed out the 
geographical distribution and local names of the principal camps on the 
borders. 

- Mr Lewis exhibited on behalf of Mr Naylor, who was unavoidably absent, 
a chalice, which lie had lately purchased in Norwich: it had belonged 
to the parish of Rockland in that neighbourhood (the church has long been 
in ruins), and bears the legend  

• 	 SENT x TANDROVS x OF x ROCKLAND x 
It was considered to be of foreign (perhaps German) manufacture, and 

of the sixteenth century. The curious form TANDROYS (for Andrew) 
was illustrated by such words as tawdry, Tibbs and Tooley, which are 
derived from St Etheidreda, St Ebbe and St Olave respectively. By the 
lind permission of the Vicar and Churchwardens of the parish of St 
Aiidrew ,  the Great in Cambridge, their similar, but much more highly .  
ornamented, chalice was also exhibited; it bears the legend: • • • - 

'X 

 
THIS'* FOR * SENT * TANDROS * PARES 

KAMBREGE. 
On the top of the cover is the date, 1569. 
A paper by Mr C. W. King upon the Roman method of striking medal-

lions was communicated by Mr Lewis, and ordered to be printed. (See 
Communications, Vol. V. No. ITT.) 
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March 14, 1881. Professor Hughes, • F.S.A., President, in the 
. 	 chair. 

The following new Members were elected : 	 S 

A. Beverley, Esq., St John's College. 
S  Rev. E. W. Blore, MA., Trinity College. 	. 	 . 
G. W. Fitch, Esq., Regent Street. 
A. Story-Maskelyne, Esq., King's College. 

Mr Griffith communicated notes on a series of neoliths collected in Cape 
Colony  and the Diamond Fields by Mr J. Rickard, now resident in Cam-
bridge, who exhibited a large and valuable collection of them. (The 
publication of this paper is unavoidably deferred.) S  

Mr W. W. Cordeaux exhibited an Anglo-Saxon fibula-mould, which had 
been found at Lincoln during the latter end of last year; it seems to have 
been formed from a concretionary nodule found in the Kimmeridge clay. 

The shape of the mould seems to suggest that it ws used for the purpose 
of embossing and not for casting; this was tried with tin-foil and succeeded 
perfectly. 

The design consists of a central box divided into four portions by a 
raised and beaded cross decorated with a circular ornament at the junction 
of the arms. Each of the four spaces between the .cross arms is filled up by. 
lines bisecting them with other lines projecting at an acute angle from them. 
Round the box is a beaded circle, then comes another circle with dog-tooth 

• ornamentation, and lastly an outer beaded circle. 
S 

Mr Lewis exhibited an unpublished small bronze coin of Nicaea in 
Bithynia bearing on the reverse the portrait of Homer. (See Communica-
tions, Vol. V. No. IV.) 

Mr Lewis exhibited a drawing also, which Mr Redfarn had kindly made 
from photographs to the size of the original (4 ft. 5in. high) of the statue 
of ATHENA Nikephoros, which was discovered on the 30th of December, 
1880 1  at Athens in the ruins of an old Roman house on the northern side of 
the, Bap/3KELov Lyceum,—and thus. close to the northern boundary of the 
ancient city. The figure is of white marble from the northern side of 
Pentelikos, and is armed with helmet, shield and aegis; it was found lying 
on its face at the depth of about 2 ft. 6 in., and had been covered by 
a vaulting of tiles, which had doubtless been so arranged when it was first 
buried. Traces of colour are still visible on the helmet's plume, on the eyes 
of the serpent which serves the goddess as a girdle, on the wings of the 
Gorgon-head, on her shield and elsewhere. There is nothing to indicate a 
lance; but from the exact coincidence in nearly every other detail with time 
account given by Pausanias it may be fairly inferred that we have in this 

b2 
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statue a reduction from the great chryselephantine statue of the Virgin 
Goddess by Pheidias, which was the chief *glory of the Parthenon. The 
offer of 500 drachmae on the part of the 'Municipality has still failed to bring 
to light the only missing part of this noble sculpture,—the. head of the 
Victory which, with wings half folded, alights on the goddess's right hand 
and offers a garland, doubtless to the city of Athens. The whole group may 
probably be attributed to the first ceiiury ofour era. 

May 16, 1881, Professor Hughes, F.S4. President, in the 
hir. 

The following new Members were elected: 
Rev. A. J. C. Allen, B.A., Peterhouse. 
Rev. Prebendary G. B. Blenkin, M.A. Corpus Christi College. 
W. W. Boreham, Esq., F.R.A.S., Haverhill. 
Rev. A. H. F. Boughey, M.A., Trinity College. 
F. C. Chambers, Esq., Trinity College. 	 -. 
Sir Patrick Coiquhoun, LL.D., Q.C.,St John's College. 
A. Gray, Esq., M.A., Jesus College. 
T. C. Hughes, Esq., Pembroke College. 
Rev. P. H. Mason, M.A., St John's College. 	- 
Rev. J. Sedgwick, D.D., Birdbrook Rectory, 'Halstead. 

• 	Mr Jenkinson gave a prelindnary notice of excavations, in the Roman 
and Saxon cemetery at Girton College, and exhibited specithens of the 
objects discovered. 

The Saxon remains consisted chiefly of sepulchral urns, which were 
generally highly ornamented with bosses and cord-like patterns in relief,  
and the.usual annular, decussate, stellate, etc., marks produced by stamps. 
In the urns were found burnt human bones, with fibulae, beads, etc., much 
injured by fire, and bone combs or pieces of comb which, as well as the 
bronze tweezers which sometimes occurred with them, showed no signs of 
burning. 

About forty graves had been explored; the objects found were mostly 
of the usual character. Sixteen fibulae had occurred; three graves had 
yielded three apiece. Beads of glass, mostly blue, of amber, and of pottery 
more. or less vitreous occurred numerously in fi\re graves; scantily in a few 
others. Bronze clasps of bracelets were on the wrists of three skeletons, 
and in one case the gilt metal ornaments and tag of a girdle were found. 
A bronze pin, a bronze ring, bronze tweezers and ear-pick, a spiral bronze-
finger-ring, and a bronze-hooped wooden bucket were the other things 
found, to which must be added a dozen iron knives and one or two iron 

• 	buókles. Three bodies had spear-heads at the right shoulder; one had a 
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small axe-head in thb same position. A layer of stones often covered the 
grave ; the rectangular outline of many of these stones, as well as the 
fact that they were oolite and must have been brought from a distance, 
suggested that some Roman building had furnished the materials; and .a 
mass of cement with a Roman brick imbedded in it, which lay at the head 
of one grave, gave further confirmation of this theory. The urns were often 
covered with pieces of. similar stone, and occasionally with a piece of 
Roman tile. - 

It was clear that cremation and inhumation were practised to some 
extent at least simultaneously ; for while in some cases urns had been 
broken in digging a grave, they were more than once found lying un-
disturbed in the soil immediately over a skeleton, which must accordingly 
have been buried at an earlier time. 

The Roman remains consisted principally of the contents of two square 
wooden boxes, the form of which was clearly traced by the nails and the 
pieces of wood adhering to them. Each contained a glass cinerary vessel: 
of these one was square, the other hexagonal. 

• Each contained an iron lamp with hooked rod for suspension, and other 
vessels of glass and of Samian and other ware. The marks on the Samian 
were all of known potters (PAvLLI.M, PAVLIF (sic), BORILLI•M, PATIfnATI.oF); 
a glass bottle bore on its flat bottom the circular legend cLvcRETr.FEsTivi, 
and an undeciphered mark in the centre. - 

A glass patera showed impressed on the under side the f{gure of a swan 
displayed above an expanded flower. The most interesting vase was one 
with brown vitreous g.laze, ornamented with vertical raised yellow • lines. 
There was also what appears to have been alarge circular wooden object 
covered with thin bronze, along due side of which were rings and large 
hollow bosses of the same metal. 

Two cases had occui'red of Roman interment by inhumation: at least, 
two bodies were found with a Roman vase against the feet of each; and 
the heads in both cases lay to S.S.W., which there seems reason to believe 
was the orthodox Romano-British position. - 

Referring to a diagram which illustrated the topography of the grave-
yard, he pointed out that the Saxon graves .  seemed to have been made 
without regard either to direction or to symmetrical arrangement. One 
definite area of Saxon urns had been noticed, forming a belt about three 
yards wide running N.N.E. and S.S.W.: other parallel belts were suspected 
but not recorded in detail. The Roman remains were not numerous enough 
to indicate certainly any 'method in their disposition: but the two cinerary 
interments -found were in a line running W.N.W. and E.S.E., or approxi-
mately parallel to the supposed direction of the Roman road. . 

In reply to a question by. Professor. Babington, Mr Jenkinson stated 
that in one place within ten yards of the iñterments the ground was full of 
fragments of stone which seemed to bear no relation to urhs or graves. 
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Dr Babington gave some details to prove the great similarity between 
these Roman antiquities from Girton and those found in 1843 and 1844 at 
Rougham in Suffolk, of which he had himself written a description for the 
Suffolk Institute of. Archaeology (see Proceedings of Suff. Inst. Arch., 
Vol. IV. pages 257-281). 

Dr Pearson exhibited to the Society and commerted on a view of the 
earthen rampart or lines of Perekop, at the isthmus leading into The 
Crimea, taken from Pallas's Travels in Southern Russia. (See Communi-
rations, Vol. V. No. V.) 

Dr Pearson also exhibited a rubbing of a monumental brass, recording 
the demise of a. certain lady on the xxix clay of February, uncxxix. He 
showed that such a day never existed, the leap-year being the year Jan. to 
Dec. 1628, even though the portion of it from Jan. 1 to March 24 was in 
England still called 1627. He referred to the Journals of the Houses of 
Parliament to confirm his statement that the intercalated day fell in Feb-
ruary 1627-28, not in 1628-29. From the register of the parish it appears 
that the lady in question was interred on February 23 in that year; from 
which it may be probably inferred that she died on the 19th of the same 
month, and that the date in the inscription should have been xix, not xxix. 

May 30, 1881., Professor Hughes, F.S.A., President, in the 
chair.. 

The following Officers were unanimously elected: 
President. 

Rev. R. Burn, M.A., Trinity College, Trinity Praelector in Roman Literature 

	

and Archaeology. 	S 

Vice-President. 
Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A., Christ's College, Elri ngton and Bosworth Pro- 

fessor of Anglo-Saxon. 
Treasurer. 

W. M. Fawcett, Esq., M.A. Jesus College. 
Secretary. 

Rev. S. S. Lewis, MA., Corpus Christi College. 
Ordinary Members of Council. . 

Rev. H. R. Luard, D.]., Trinity College, University Registrary. 
U. M Humphry, Esq., M.D., F.R.S., Downing College, Professor of Anatomy. 
T. MCK. Hughes, Esq., M.A., Trinity College, Woodwardian Professor 

of Geology 	. . . 

	

F. J.. H. Jenkinson, Esq., MA., Trinity College. 	 .. 	 . 
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Auditors.. 	 . 	 . 

Y. C. Wace, Es., M. 	St John's College .f  

Swann Hurrell, Esq. 	 . 

Lionel H. Oust, Esq., B.A., Trinity College, has been appointed Curator 
' . and Librarian. 	 . 	 * 

The Annual Report mentioned the continuous growth of the Society, 
which now numbers 223 members, and referred to the loss recently sustained 
by the deaths of Dr Guest and*  of the Rev. S. Banks, MA., the former of 
whom had been an active member of the Society from its foundation. 

The Treasurer reported that the Society has a balance in hand of 
£262. lOs. 8d., which is however fully required to meet the expense of the 
new editions of Dr Raven's Bells of Cambridgeshire and Professor 
Babington's work on Ancient Cambridgeshire, and other books which 
will soon be issued to Members. * 

The following new Members were elected 
Rev. R. Phelps, D.D., Master of Sidney Sussex College. 
G. 0. Read, Esq., Thetford, Norfolk. 

• - 	 Rev. A. Fowler Smith, M.A., LL.D., St Mary's Vicarage, Thetford, Norfolk. 
A communication was read from Sir P. Coiquhoun on the true site of 

Dodona.  

• 	Mr Browning made the following remarks on a Keltiberian . Inscription: 
"When visiting the theatre of Saguntum on April 16, 1881, I. found im-

bedded in the proscenium a number of stone tablets with Roman inscrip-
tions. Among them was a stone carved carefully and exactly with strange 
characters, which at first reminded me of the Cypriari Syllabary described 
about ten year ago by Brandis and others. I took a careful tracing of the 
letters, and my companion drew a rough sketch of the inscription. From 
these two sources Mr W. Thomas has made the facsimile sketch which 
I now exhibit.. Returning to England I sent the inscription to my friend 
Professor Sayce, who wrote to me from Oxford, 'The inscription is in the 
character of the so-called Keltiberian alphabet, only partially deciphered 
as yet by the help of a few bilingual coins. The last conclusions on the 
subject are found in Heiss. According to the alphabet at present accepted 
the inscription would read 
/ 	 l..a 	0 	e 	t 

• 	 .. 	 2.i 	u 	e. 
3.e 	i 	1 	? The i,u and 1 are certain, but I feel very doubtful about the two e's. We 

do not know whether the -words are to be read from left to right, or from 

	

* 
right to left, nor do we know the language in which they are written. 	* 

L~ 
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Several of these inscriptions have been published in the Academia, a jour-
nal that appeared at Madrid three or four .years; a good many others I 
have myself copied in Spain. But this Saguntum one is new to me, and 
the place where it is found makes.it  very interesting.' 

I may say that I hardly share Mr Sayce's doubts about the two e's. The 
most interesting letter in the inscription is the last, which is generally 
rendered OV, but which may be O,'and which occurs too seldom upon coins 
to be certainly identified. The language is supposed to be Basque. The 
character is a form of Phoenician, and resembles both the monetary Jewish 
alphabet and the Greek. I have only brought this inscription before the 
Antiquarian Society in the hope of stimulating Cambridge travellers in 
Spain to look out for similar inscriptions, which cannot fail to be of interest 
in a subject of which so little is at present known. 

I may add that a congress of Keltibrian antiquaries is to be held at 
Madrid next autumn." 

Mr W. B. Redfarn exhibited and described a collection of medieval 
spurs 

No. 1. A fine iron spur, with six-pointed rowel, the neck measuring 
7 inches. One very similar to this, but about one inch longer, in the 
Londesborough Collection (No. 938), is dated "Richard II., 13772" 

No. 2. Iron spur, similar to the above, but having lost the rowel, and 
generally not in such good preservation. 

No. 3. Iron spur, about same date as Nos. 1 and 2, and having also lost 
the  rowel. 

No. 4. An elegant iron spur with the remains of an eight-pointed 
rowel; 15th century. 

No. 5. Iron spur, late 15th century, with an eight-pointed rowel. 
No. 6. A bronze spur, middle of 15th century, having a seven-pointed 

roweL This spur was dug up in Emmanuel Street in 1879. 
No. 7. Two bright steel spurs, with five-pointed rowels, both in perfect 

preservation; 17th century. 
No. 8. A pair of cavalier "jingle" spurs in brass, with ten-pointed steel 

rowels. The two pendent lobes of steel by striking against the rowel cause 
the "jingle" and give the name to the spur. 17th century. 

No. 9. A very fine bright steel spur, with  a flat five-pointed rowel. 
Early 17th century. It is quite perfect and has a most elegant buckle 
attached to it. 

No: 10. Two rusty 17th century spurs, one of which, with buckle 
attached, was found (with a bandolier) in an old house, recently removed, 
which stood at the. corner. of Green Street and Trinity Street. 
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No. ii. A pair of 17th centuri perforated spurs, jointed and hinged, 
one having its original buckle and strap attached to it. 

No. 12. An iron spur, with very large eight-pointed rowel, retaining the 
original ornamented and saddle-shaped leather. This kind of spur. was 
worn with the enormous top- or jack-boots at the end of the 17th century. 

Mr Redfarn also exhibited a 15th century solleret, "k Ia poulaine," for 
the left foot, well articulated and in good preservation; three stirrups in 
chased and perforated iron, probably for a mule, 16th century; and a curious 
antique horse-shoe recently dug up near Park Side. 

Mr 0. Browning exhibited a 16th century Italian spur from Scurgola, 
which is hinged and jointed in a similar manner to those numbered 11 in 
the above collection. 

Mr Beck exhibited and described 
(1) Four specimens of copper ring-money, used by the Liverpool 

merchants in trading with the natives on the West Coast of Africa, and 
observed that similar rings of solid gold have been found in Ireland and in, 
various parts of Scandinavia. 

Sixteen silver-gilt studs of Gothic work, forming parts of various 
medieval belts worn in Iceland. 

Three antique silver-gilt filagree ball pendants, from which are 
suspended representations of the Crucifixion and of St George and the 
Dragon. 

Mr Bidwell exhibited a red Romano-British terra cotta vase, and a 
fragment of a patera in Samian ware, and of a mortarium, all which had 
lately been found in St Mary's parish, Ely, about one mile north-west from 
the Cathedral, and at a depth of one foot below the surface. 



- 	- 	 LAWS. 

THAT the Society be for the encouragement of the study 
of History, Architecture, and Antiquities; and that such Society 
be called " THE CAMBRIDGE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.-" 

That the object of the Society be to collect and to print 
information  relative to the above-mentioned subjects. 

That the subscription of each Member of the Society 
• be One Guinea annually; such subscription be due on the 

• first day of January in each year: on the payment of which he 
shall become entitled to all the Publications of the Society, 
during the current year. 

That any person who is desirous of becoming a Member 
of the Society, be proposed by two Members at any of the 
ordinary Meetings of the Society, and ballotted for ai the next: 
Meeting: but all Noblemen, Bishops, and Heads of Colleges, 
shall be ballotted for at the Meeting at which they are pro-
posed.  

That the managenient of,the affairs 'of the Society be: 
vested in a Council, consisting of a President, (who shall not, be 
eligible for that office for more than two successive years,)' three 
Vice-Presidents (of whom the Senior shall retire at each annual 
meeting and be ineligible for re-election during the next two 
rears); a Treasurer, 'a Secretary,' and not more than twelve nor 
less than seven other Members, to be elected from amongst the 
Members of the Society who are graduates of the-University., 
Each Member of the' Council shall have 'due notice .ofth 
Meetings of that body, at which not less than five shall con-
s titute a quorum. 

That the President, one Vice-President, the Treasurer, 
and the Secretary, and at least 'three ordinary Members of the 
Council shall be elected annually by ballot, at a General Meet-
ing to be held in the month of May; the three senior ordinary,  
Members of the Council to retire annually. 

• 	VII. That no Member be entitled to vote at any General 
Meeting whose subscription is in arrear. 	 ' 

VIII. That in the absence of the President, the Council at 
their Meetings shall elect a Chairman, such Chairman having a 
'casting-vote in case of equality of numbers, and retaining also 
his right to vote upon all questions submitted to the Council. 



That the accounts of the receipts and expenditure of 
the Society be audited annually by twp auditors, to be elected 
at the Annual General Meeting; and that an abstract of such 
accounts be printed for the use of the Members. 	- 

That the object of the usual Meetings of the Society be, 
to read communications, acknowledge presents, and transact 
miscellaneous business. 

Xl. That the Meetings of the Society take place once at 
least during each term: and that the place of meeting and all 
other arrangements, not specified in the Laws, be left to the 
discretion of the Council. 

That any member be allowed to compound for his 
future subscriptions by one payment of Ten Guineas. 	- 

That Members of the Society be allowed to propose 
Honorary Members, provided that no person so proposed, be 
either resident within the County. of Cambridge, or a member 
of the University. . 	•. 

That Honorary Members be proposed by at least two 
Members of the Society, at any of the usual Meetings of the 
Society, and ballotted for at the next Meeting. 

That nothing shall be published by the Society, which 
has not been previously approved by the Council, nor. without 
the author's namebeing appended-to it. 

That no alteration be made in these Laws, except at 
the Annual General Meeting or at a special General Meeting 
called for that purpose, of which at least one week's notice shall 
be given to all the Members; and that on,e month's notice of 
any proposed alteration be communicated, in writing, to the 
Secretary, in order that he, may m ake the same known to all the 
Members of the Society. 

It is requested that all Communications intended for the 
Society, and the names of Candidates for admission, be for-
warded to the Secretary, or to the Treasurer, 1. Silver Street, 
Cambridge. 

Subscriptions received by the Treasurer, or by his Bankers, 
Messrs Mortlock and Co., Cambridge; or at the Bank of Messrs 
Smith, Payne, and Smith, London, "To the Cambridge Anti-
quarian Society's account with Messrs Mortlock and Co., Cam-
bridge." - 
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